CALCULUS II/III

STUDYING FOR THE EXAM

• Look over your notes/examples done in class to get an overview of all the topics learned. Make a list of all the topics and sub-topics.

• Work through some of the textbook’s example problems for concepts you don’t particularly understand. If you don’t know the answer, luckily the solution/explanation is right there!

• Redo homework problems you did poorly on or relating to concepts you struggled with; do these on your own first, then consult the professor’s solutions.

• There are a plethora of questions in the textbook, so look for some close to ones assigned in the homework. Also, in a group of similar questions, the last few tend to be more difficult so if you can solve these, you’re sure to be ready!

• Look up videos online for explanations of certain concepts/visual models (very helpful for Calculus III)/more practice problems.